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Foreword
In thismonograph, Professor Gissurarson providesavery complete
historical chronology of thedevelopment of individual transferable
quotas (ITQs) in Icelandic fisheries. ITQs are the most complete
solutions to the problem of the common pool in fisheries. The
hazards of open-access fisheries have been understood for a very
long time. Indeed, the fishery, unfortunately, has been the best
example of depletion and waste associated with unrestricted entry
and harvest that is inherent in the ‘ tragedy of the commons,’as
described by Garrett Hardin (1968). Hardin was not the first social
scientist to call attention to the losses of the common pool. More
than adecadebeforehis article, H. Scott Gordon (1954) outlined a
similar logic that was extended by Anthony Scott (1955) and
Steven N.S. Cheung (1970). Gordon was concerned about
overfishing in theabsenceof property rights:

‘Thereappears then, to besometruth in the conservative dictum that
everybody’s property is nobody’s property. Wealth that is free for all
isvalued by no onebecausehewho isfoolhardy enough to wait for its
proper timeof usewill only find that it hasbeen taken by another . . .
The fish in the sea are valueless to the fisherman, because there is no
assurance that they will be there for him tomorrow if they are left
behind today’ (Gordon 1954, 124).

Under thecommon pool, each fisher considersonly hisprivatenet
benefits while ignoring broader social costs. There is too rapid and
intensiveharvest, over-capitalization, under-investment in thestock,
and ultimately depletion. Under theseconditions, societiesand com-
munities dependent upon fisheries for their livelihoods are at risk.
And it is a sad commentary that so many fishery-based economies
arestruggling with dramatically lower harvests and incomes.

Despite knowledge of the economic, social, and environmental
costs of open-access fisheries, remedies have been difficult to
achieve. Various regulatory approaches have been adopted,
including restrictive fishing seasons, rules on acceptable sizes and
maturity of landed fish, and limitson thetechnology and equipment
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that can beused. Noneof theseregulations, however, hasbeen very
successful. Fishers have resisted them, and regulators have
modified them, but the results have not improved. The main
problem isoneof incentives. Theregulationshavenot madefishers
part of the solution. They have not made fishers the residual
claimants to the value of a well-managed fishery. Property rights,
like thoseassigned by ITQs, go a long way towardsmaking fishers
the ‘owners’ of theresource. Under ITQs, each fisher hasashareof
the total allowable catch (catch or output quotas) or of the total
allowablefishing time(effort or input quotas). ITQsmay betraded,
depending on the nature of the system. Especially with catch
quotas, fishershaveincentivesto protect thestock of fish sincethey
havean annual claim on aportion of theharvest.

Despite theattractiveness of ITQs, Professor Gissurarson shows
that their adoption has been slow and controversial in some
fisheries. ITQs, aswith all property rights, arepolitical institutions.
And various constituencies are affected by the adoption of quota
systems. Unless parties can perceive that they will be made better
off by any new arrangement, they will oppose it. The political
processincludesthebargaining and exchangesthat arenecessary to
forge agreement. Where the parties are more homogeneous with
respect to objectives, information, size, and costs, themorelikely it
will be that an agreement can be reached on property rights
(Libecap, 1989). In contrast, wherepartiesaremoreheterogeneous,
agreements will be more difficult. Parties will seek quota
arrangements that make them better off. Accordingly, some parties
will seek effort quotas if they believethat they aremoreproductive
fishers than are their competitors, whereas others may seek catch
quotas. The basis for quotas, whether they should be assigned
according to historical catch or allocated uniformly, also will be in
dispute. Additionally, conflicts may arise as to whether or not
quotas should be freely transferable and accumulated by a small
number of fishers. If effective, theadoption of ITQsshould result in
larger stocks, greater harvests and increased fishery-based wealth.
Holders of ITQs should benefit, but this situation often brings
distributional pressures to tax and redistribute wealth according to
the notion that the fishery is a public resource. The imposition of
taxes, however, dilutes the favourable incentive effects of well-
defined property rights.
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In thisstudy, HannesGissurarson identifieseach of thesefactors.
He describes the comparatively later introduction of ITQs in the
cod fishery relativeto theherring fishery. Hearguesthat thepelagic
fishers were more homogeneous than were those in the demersal
fisheries. In the herring fishery vessels were similar and had recent
information about a collapse in the fishery, while in the cod
fishery, there were important differences between fishing regions.
Northwestern Icelandic fisherspreferred effort quotasand themore
distant southeastern fishers preferred catch quotas. It took time for
catch quotas to be adopted, and they gradually emerged as the cod
fishery moved from effort ITQs to a mixed catch/effort system to
catch ITQs. The politics of this process have been heated. Small
boats have been exempted from regulations, the concentration of
quotas has been restricted, and taxes have been proposed. Further,
the nature of the property right to be granted to ITQ holders has
been challenged, and the court system has been brought in to
adjudicateconflicting claims.

Douglass North (1990) emphasized the complexities of institu-
tional change, even when there were large social benefits at stake.
Heargued that distributional concernscould block theintroduction
of more efficient property rights arrangements. This study by
Hannes Gissurarson not only illustrates the complexities of
institutional change, but it highlights the key factors involved. As
such, it adds valuable empirical detail to our understanding of
institutions and politics, and their implications for economic
behavior.

Gary D. Libecap
July 2000 University of Arizonaand

National Bureau of Economic Research
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Introduction
According to the environmentalist group Greenpeace, commercial
fishing fleets are exceeding the ocean’s ecological limits. ‘ Instead
of coming to grips with the need for dramatic cuts, nations argue
over who will get how much of what remains of dwindling fish
stocks. Meanwhile, the financial captains of the global fishing
industry plough full steam ahead on their unsustainable, competi-
tive rush to vacuum the oceans and turn fish into cash’
(Greenpeace, 1997). Greenpeace asserts that modern technology is
to blame. Here it will be argued, on the contrary, that modern
technology has facilitated not only fishing and therefore overfish-
ing, but also the management of the fisheries, or rather their
self-management. By lowering transaction costs—costs of iden-
tifying harmful effects of economic activities, solving them in
market transactions, implementing and enforcing thesolutions, and
so on—modern technology has made feasible the development of
property rights to certain marineresources, in particular fish stocks.

Under a certain set of rules, therefore, individual owners of
fishing capital can in market transactions further their private
interests at the same time as they work for the public interest. A
‘competitive rush’ to harvest fish can, under certain circumstances,
be not only sustainable, but also profitable. More than that: it can
lead to the conservation and even the organised growth and
improvement of fish stocks. A practical example, examined in this
paper, is the way in which the Icelanders have coped with
overfishing. They have developed a comprehensive system of
individual transferable quotas, ITQs, in all commercially valuable
fish stocks in their territorial waters, enabling them to ‘ turn fish into
cash’ without, at the same time, having to ‘vacuum the oceans’ .

Chapter 1 describes how the ITQ system arose in Iceland in
response to declining fish stocks and decreasing catches in
Icelandic waters in theearly 1980s. It should bestressed, however,
that the purpose of an efficient system of fishing is the
maximisation not of catches, but of profits. The real fisheries
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problem is that under non-exclusive access to fishing grounds,
fishing firms harm one another by their harvesting, in the form of
over-capitalisation and excessivefishing effort. Chapter 2 describes
how the Icelandic ITQ system works; how the total allowable
catch, TAC, for each fish stock is set; how ITQs were initially
allocated and what restrictionsapply to their transfers; how theITQ
system is administered and enforced by government; and how the
problem of migratory fish is solved.

Chapter 3 discusses the performance of the ITQ system in
different types of fisheries found in the Icelandic waters, in the
pelagic, demersal, and somesmall fisheries. Moreover, it discusses
the impact of the ITQ system on Iceland’s regional development
and on thestructureof thefisheries sector, for example the relative
size of individual fishing firms and the concentration of quotas. It
also identifies remaining problems of the ITQ system, especially
highgrading and the uncertain legal status of ITQs. Chapter 4
discusses current controversies in Iceland on the ITQ system, on
the one hand about the initial allocation of ITQs in the demersal
fisheries and on the other hand about the distribution of the rent
being captured by fishing firms, previously dissipated. The main
conclusion of thispaper can bebriefly stated: Iceland’sITQ system,
while definitely not perfect, and still somewhat controversial,
works reasonably well and may beamodel for other countries.
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1. The Evolution of the ITQ System
While Iceland is a country poor in natural resources, the fishing
grounds in Icelandic waters are some of the most fertile in the
world. The Icelanders are therefore dependent on the fisheries for
their recent affluence, with marine products providing more than
70% of total commodity exports. Demersal fish species, accounting
for about 75% of the total value of marine products, include first
and foremost cod, but also redfish, haddock, saithe, halibut, plaice
and some less important species. Relatively territorial in nature,
cod and other demersal speciesof fish arefound in feeding grounds
near the bottom of the shallow continental shelf around Iceland
(therefore they are often called groundfish). On the other hand,
herring and capelin are pelagic species: they are non-territorial or
migratory fish, roaming in largeschoolsover wideareasof thesea,
usually near its surface. In addition to the demersal and pelagic
fisheries, there are the small, but productive, scallop, nephrops
(Norwegian lobster) and shrimp fisheries: those species are mostly
harvested inshore, in clearly identifiable fishing grounds, although
somedeep-seashrimp is also found.

When it finally began to be understood in the 20th century that
fishing grounds were not inexhaustible resources, any attempt to
limit the access to those in the Icelandic waters was made difficult
by the fact that no single country had clear jurisdiction over them.
Indeed, in the1952-76 period Iceland fought four ‘Cod Wars’ with
the United Kingdom for control over those fishing grounds,
unilaterally extending Iceland’s Exclusive Economic Zone, EEZ,
first to 4 nautical miles, then to 12 miles, then to 50 miles, and
finally to 200 miles. Iceland’s two main arguments were that those
extensions of the EEZ made the necessary conservation of fish
stocks possible and that the Icelanders, unlike other nations in the
North Atlantic Ocean, were totally dependent on fishing. When the
United Kingdom recognised Iceland’s 200 miles EEZ, shown in
Figure 1, and the last British trawler sailed out of Iceland’s
territorial waterson December 1st, 1976, the legal prerequisites for
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the management of the Icelandic fisheries finally were in
place—and not too soon, as subsequent events showed.

Figure1 – The Icelandic EEZ

Effort Quotas, 1977-83
It has already been noted that the Icelandic demersal and pelagic
fisheries were quite different in nature. But because of this
difference, the pelagic and demersal fishing fleets were also
different in composition. Boats of a similar (medium) size
harvested most of thepelagic fish, herring and capelin, whereas the
demersal fishing fleet was heterogeneous, comprising large freezer
trawlers, mid-size multi-purpose vessels as well as small boats,
even some undecked rowboats. The relative importance of the two
kinds of fisheries also varied by regions. Since the most fertile
demersal fishing grounds lay in the northwestern part of Iceland’s
EEZ, fishing vessels from the Northwest, that is from the Western
Fjords, were in a better position to harvest fish there than vessels
from other regions. Hence, fishing villages in the Western Fjords
relied mostly on harvesting cod and other demersal species of fish.

The pelagic fisheries, on the other hand, were non-territorial,
herring and capelin being chased all over the Icelandic waters and
even outside them. They were more important to the fishing
villages in the East than to those in the Western Fjords. Another
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fact undoubtedly had some effect on the evolution of the ITQ
system. In the late 1960s, the Icelanders had had a first-hand
experienceof thedireconsequencesof overfishing. After a‘herring
boom’ of the early 1960s, with annual catches of herring
approaching 600,000 metric tonnes (MT), the herring stock
collapsed in 1967-8, so that a moratorium was imposed on the
herring fishery in 1972, with harvesting resuming on a small scale
in 1975. Soon after theextension of theEEZ to 200 miles, aspecial
Fisheries Act was passed by Parliament, in 1976, giving the
Minister of Fisheries wide powers to restrict access to the fishing
grounds in Icelandic waters, while it was not clearly specified in
which ways heshould do so.

In 1976 the Icelandic Marine Research Institute, MRI, warned
that the cod stock was threatened by overfishing. Fish mortality
was alarmingly high, and the spawning stock was weak. The MRI
recommended atotal allowablecatch in cod of 230,000 MT for that
year, while the actual total catch turned out to be 350,000 MT.
Vessel owners in thedemersal fisheriesnow werealso beginning to
realise that the cod stock, the mainstay of the Icelandic economy,
accounting for about 35% of thetotal valueof marineproducts, was
in danger of collapse similar to that of the herring stock a decade
earlier, still fresh in their memory. Obviously, access to the
demersal fishing grounds had to be restricted. There was much
discussion whether such restrictions should be in terms of effort or
of catch.

Finally it was decided to restrict effort, that is, allowable fishing
time, rather than vessel catch. In 1977, effort quotasin thedemersal
fisheries were introduced. While entry remained more or less free,
and there were no restrictions on the catch of each fishing vessel,
allowablefishing dayswereto bereduced until thedesired result in
terms of total allowable demersal catch had been reached. The
Minister of Fisheries in 1974-8 came from the Western Fjords,
where support for effort quotas was strongest. Because fishing
villages in the Western Fjords were closest to the most fertile cod
grounds, vessel owners there thought that they would always be at
an advantage in competition in terms of unlimited harvesting
during a limited period of time. However, it soon becameclear that
effort quotaswerewasteful. Thissystem induced ownersof fishing
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vessels to start a ‘Derby’ , that is a competitive rush to harvest as
much fish as possible during allowable fishing days. The objective
became the largest possible catch in the shortest possible time,
regardlessof cost. Sinceentry remained almost free, thismeant not
only that existing fishing capacity was not utilised economically,
but also that there was an incentive to add to it. The already too
largefishing fleet becamestill larger, whilethenumber of allowable
fishing days had to be reduced almost every year. For deep-sea
trawlers, for example, the number of fishing days went down from
323 in 1977 to 215 in 1981. Moreover, total annual actual catches
consistently, and by far exceeded thetotal annual allowablecatches
recommended by theMRI.

The Introduction of Vessel Catch Quotas, 1983-4
In Iceland, 1978-83 were years of weak governments, political
upheavals and uncertainties. But in the summer of 1983 a strong
coalition government of the Independence Party (Iceland’s conser-
vative party, with 35-40% of the votes) and the Progressive Party
(with rural rootsand about 20% of thevotes) was formed. Thenew
Minister of Fisheries, Halldor Asgrimsson, who came from the
East region, was to remain in office for the next eight years. He
worked closely with the powerful Association of Fishing Vessel
Owners whose leader, Kristjan Ragnarsson, was becoming con-
vinced, with many of hismembers, that effort quotasdid not work.
In late1983, theMRI found that thecod stock wasstill weakening.
The spawning stock was at an all-time low, estimated at only
200,000 MT; and fish mortality was very high. Even if the total
actual catch of cod had gone down from 461,000 MT in 1981 to
294,000 MT in 1983, it exceeded that recommended by theMRI by
100,000 MT. It was also becoming ever clearer that there was
massiveover-investment in thefisheries. This isshown in Figure2:
in 1945-83, fishing capital increased by well over 1200%, while
real catch values only increased by 300%. Thus, the growth of
fishing capital exceeded the increase in catch values by a factor of
more than four.

At thesametimeasvessel ownersin thedemersal fisheriescould
observe massive over-investment there, a sharp reduction in the
number of allowable fishing days, and a clear decline in the cod
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stock, they witnessed the relative success of vessel catch quotas in
thepelagic fisheries. After theherring moratorium of 1972-5, it had
been decided to set an annual total allowablecatch, TAC, of herring
over each year’s fishing season, and to divide this TAC equally
between the herring boats in operation. This was a simple and
non-controversial rule of initial allocation since the herring boats
were all of roughly equal size and with a similar catch history. In
1979, those vessel catch quotas had been, at the initiative of the
herring boat owners, made transferable: they had become ITQs.
Arguably, this was one of the first ITQ systems in world fisheries.
Similarly, in the capelin fishery, vessel catch quotas had been
introduced in 1980, at the initiative of the capelin boat owners, to
be made transferable in 1986. In both of those pelagic fisheries,
such vessel catch quotas had had the effect to reduce boats at the
same timeas catch increased.

The most vocal support for the introduction of vessel catch
quotas in thedemersal fisheriescamefrom theEast, whereasvessel
owners in the Western Fjords continued to favour effort quotas. In
1983 thesupporters of vessel catch quotas finally gained the upper
hand in theAssociation of Fishing Vessel Owners, and at theannual
meeting of theIcelandic FisheriesAssociation—abroad collection
of interest groups in thefisheries—in December 1983, aresolution

Figure2
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was passed calling on the Minister of Fisheries to experiment with
vessel catch quotas in the demersal fisheries, especially in the
all-important cod fishery. The Minister of Fisheries promptly
proposed an amendment to the original Fisheries Act of 1976,
giving him discretionary power to issue individual quotas for each
vessel employed in the demersal fisheries for the year 1984. After
much, and heated, discussion, the Icelandic Parliament passed the
amendment at theend of December 1983, in theUpper Housewith
abaremajority of onevote. Consequently, theMinister of Fisheries
set a TAC for each demersal species of fish for the year 1984 and
issued shares in those TACs to each and every fishing vessel. The
catch vessel quotaswereallocated on thebasisof catch history over
the preceding three years, from November 1st 1981 to October 1st
1983, with exceptions to correct for certain situations, for instance
if a vessel had entered the demersal fisheries during those three
years or if it had been under repair for part of this period.

New vessels could choose between the new kinds of quotas and
the old effort quotas (restrictions in terms of allowable fishing
days). The new vessel catch quotas were partly transferable.
Transfers of quotas between vessels under the same ownership or
vessels from the same port were allowed, but transfers between
vessels from different ports were only allowed if they were
exchanges (such asaquota in redfish for aquota in cod), otherwise
such transfers had to be approved by the Minister of Fisheries.
Small boats, under 10 Gross Registered Tonnes (GRT), were
exempt from the quota system; they could harvest fish at will until
they reached a total quotaset for this typeof vessel.

A Mixed System, 1985-90
It is easy to see why vessel catch quotas were initially differently
allocated in the demersal and pelagic fisheries. While the herring
and capelin boats were of roughly the same size, making an equal
initial allocation of vessel catch quotas between them fairly
straightforward,1 there were vast differences between individual
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vessels in the demersal fisheries, so the more complicated rule of
catch history over the preceding three years had to be adopted,
with small boatseven exempted altogether from thesystem. At the
end of 1984, when the experience of the previous twelve months
under a system of vessel catch quotas was reviewed, it was
generally accepted that thesekindsof quotashad been much more
effective in halting overfishing than effort quotas. It was therefore
decided to extend theamendment to the Fisheries Act of 1976 for
one more year, allowing the Minister of Fisheries to issue vessel
catch quotas for 1985. Theopposition to vessel catch quotas from
the Western Fjords remained strong, however, so, as a com-
promise, vessel owners were now allowed to choose between
vessel catch quotas and effort quotas. This meant that a typical
vessel owner could either hold on to the share of the TAC which
had been issued to him at the end of 1983, and harvest fish up to
the limit set by that share; or he could give up his vessel catch
quota and try instead to harvest as much as he could in the
allowable fishing days, whose number was set by the Minister of
Fisherieson thebasisof predictionsabout their contribution to the
TAC.

This mixed system of vessel catch quotasand effort quotaswas
in effect for thenext six years, until theend of 1990. At theend of
1985, when the experience of the previous two years was
reviewed, it wasdecided to write thesystem into aspecial law, the
Fisheries Management Act, instead of passing an amendment to
the Fisheries Act of 1976, as had been done in 1983 and 1984. It
was also decided to issue the vessel catch quotas for two years,
1986 and 1987, instead of for one year. Earlier restrictions on
access to certain fishing areas (for example, spawning grounds)
and on allowable fishing gear (for example, mesh size) also
continued to apply; and in addition to catch quotas, owners of
fishing vessels had to hold special fishing permits which were in
effect restricted to thosewho had operated vessels in thefirst years
after the introduction of quotas.

When theFisheries Management Act cameup for review in the
Icelandic Parliament at the end of 1987, difficult negotiations
began, extending into thefirst weeksof 1988. TheIcelandic Social
Democrats (with about 15% of the votes), in a rather weak
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coalition government with the Independence Party and the
Progressive Party since 1987, now insisted on inserting a
declaration into the Act to the effect that the fish stocks were ‘ the
common property’ of the Icelandic nation. It was also decided in
1988 to extend theduration of thevessel catch quotas from two to
three years, from 1988 to the end of 1990, and to make an
extensive review of thesystem in 1990.

Another important change in the 1988 Act was that it now
applied not only to thedemersal fisheries. Thevessel catch quotas
developed in the herring and capelin fisheries from 1975 have
already been briefly described. But the nephrops, shrimp and
scallop fisheries were quite unlike both the demersal and the
pelagic fisheries. They were confined to certain well-defined
inshorefishing groundsand from their beginning in the1960sand
1970s they were subject to local restrictions on entry. In 1973, a
TAC in nephrops was first set and vessel catch quotas issued to
vessels. A year later, two of the seven inshore shrimp grounds
were already subject to vessel catch quotas. In 1975, vessel catch
quotas were issued in the inshore shrimp and scallop fisheries.
Sinceboatsoperating in thenephrops, shrimp and scallop fisheries
were all of roughly similar size, vessel catch quotas were initially
allocated equally. Another important change in the1988 Fisheries
Management Act wasthat it wasmadedifficult or even impossible
for vessels which had chosen to operate on effort quotas to
increasetheir sharein theTAC. A further problem addressed in the
1988 Fisheries Management Act was that of the great increase in
the number of small boats, under 10 GRT, which had taken place
since 1983-4, in response to their exemption from limits on entry
(most of thenew boatsbeing just under 10 GRT in volume). It was
now decided to subject boats between 6 and 10 GRT to fishing
permits and to issue no new permits to new boats of this size,
unless they replaced old ones.

A Comprehensive System of ITQs, 1990
When the Fisheries Management Act was revised in the spring of
1990, it was the first time this was done without the threat of an
immediate collapse of any fish stock. The discussion therefore
centred on the main objectives of fisheries management. Most of
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the stock’ (Gissurarson, 1983).
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thoseconcerned recognised that vessel catch quotashad turned out
to be superior to effort quotas. A vessel owner who received a
given share in theTAC, in the form of ITQs, could concentrateon
harvesting thisshare in themost efficient way over each season; if
hewassuccessful in doing this, hewould havean incentiveto buy
additional quotas from other less successful vessel owners.

In abook which I published on this issue in theSpring of 1990,
while the Icelandic Parliament was discussing the revision of the
Fisheries Management Act, I argued that the system of ITQs was
reasonably efficient and that it should be developed as far as
possible into a system of private property rights (Gissurarson,
1990).2 The two Icelandic specialists in fisheries economics,
Professor Ragnar Arnason of the University of Iceland and
Professor Rognvaldur Hannesson of the Norwegian Business
School in Bergen, also argued, in reportsto theParliament, that the
ITQs should be maintained, but that limits on their transferability
and duration should be abolished. Perhaps most importantly, the
Association of Fishing Vessel Owners, under the forceful
leadership of Kristjan Ragnarsson, also supported ITQs and
argued for their increased transferability. The opposition to ITQs
was strong, however. First, vessel owners in the Western Fjords
still preferred effort quotas. Secondly, there were those who
wanted small boats to remain exempt from any quotas, often for
romantic reasons. In the third group which had been slowly
forming over the preceding few years, there were those who
opposed what they perceived to be trends towards the develop-
ment of private property rights in the fisheries. Some members of
this third group wanted to impose a special tax on the fisheries



3 This was done in order to direct harvesting of fish away from the summer
months, when quality suffers more quickly and regular factory workersareon
vacation. There are a few exceptions. In 1999-2000, for example, the fishing
season for Icelandic herring is set from September 1st 1999 to May 1st 2000
and for inshore shrimp it is October 1st 1999 to May 1st 2000. Harvesting of
herring from theAtlanto-Scandian stock, of oceanic redfish in theIrminger Sea
and of deep-sea shrimp on the Flemish Cap is also subject to special
regulations by international agreements.
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aimed at expropriating theeconomic rent which holders of quotas
would derive from the exclusive access to and utilisation of a
scarce resource (Jonsson, 1975); others called on government to
taketheITQsfrom vessel ownersand to rent them back to them, in
special auctions (Gylfason, 1990).

In 1990, the Icelandic Parliament passed a new Fisheries
Management Act. It took effect in thebeginning of January, 1991,
whereasthefishing season wasredefined from September 1st each
year to August 31st next year.3 The three important changes in the
system were that effort quotas in the demersal fisheries were
abolished, their holders receiving vessel catch quotas instead, that
the quotas were issued for an indefinite period of time and that
they became fully transferable. In essence, a comprehensive
system of individual transferable quotas, ITQs, now replaced a
mixed system of vessel catch quotas and effort quotas. By the
1990 Fisheries Management Act fishing vesselsbetween 6 and 10
MT were also integrated into the ITQ system, receiving share
quotas in place of the effort restrictions under which they had
previously operated.

Opposition to the ITQ system remained strong, however, and in
the 1990 Fisheries Management Act two concessions were made
to it. First, boats under 6 GRT remained exempt from the system
and subject, for a limited adjustment time, to effort restrictions (a
given number of fishing days). Secondly, at the insistence of the
Social Democrats, a paragraph was inserted into the Fisheries
Management Act to the effect that no assignment of ITQs by this
law could constituteany permanent property rights to such quotas
or become the ground for compensation if the quotas were taken
from their holders. While neither of these concessions seemed
important at the time, they both turned out to be unfortunate. The
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exemption of small boats from the ITQ system created a loophole
in the‘ fence’ erected around theIcelandic fishing grounds; and the
paragraph in the 1990 Fisheries Management Act about the
impossibility of permanent property rights in ITQs left the legal
status of quotas unclear.

Further Developments in the ITQ System, 1990-2000
When thenew and comprehensiveFisheriesManagement Act was
passed in 1990, it was stipulated that it should be revised after
threeyears. In 1991, anew and strong coalition government of the
Independence Party and the Social Democrats was formed, with
former Prime Minister Thorsteinn Palsson replacing Halldor
Asgrimsson as Minister of Fisheries. Palsson was to remain
Minister of Fisheries for thenext eight years, contributing, likehis
predecessor, much to thedevelopment of theITQ system. In 1993,
the two government parties worked out a compromise about the
vocal demands, supported by theSocial Democrats, for someform
of special taxation of quotas. The compromise was that a small
‘service fee’ was imposed on quota holders, the revenue from
which wasused to facilitatethereduction of thefishing fleet. In the
sameyear, apublic commission on fisheriesmanagement cameto
the conclusion in a report to the government that the ITQ system
worked quite well but that some minor changes would make it
more efficient. The commission recommended the integration of
small boats, under 6 MT, into the system and making the ITQs
transferable not only between vessels but also to fish processing
plants. It also recommended that certain privileges of boats using
longline in winter should be abolished and that holders of ITQs
should not be allowed to depreciate quotas that they had bought,
since fish stocks were renewable natural resources. The Associa-
tion of Fishing Vessel Ownersopposed theideathat quotasshould
be transferable to others than vessel owners, and this recommen-
dation was not accepted by the Icelandic Parliament. The
commission’sother recommendationsweremostly accepted, after
much deliberation. In 1996 the privileges of boats using longline
in winter were abolished, while those who had enjoyed those
privileges received additional ITQs in compensation. Since 1998,
holders of ITQs have not been allowed to depreciate quotas that
they havebought.
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Thepolitically most difficult changehasbeen the integration of
boats under 6 GRT into the system. Mainly living in fishing
villagesin thecountryside, with disproportionaterepresentation in
the Parliament, the owners of small boats form a strong interest
group in Iceland. They managed to extend their adjustment period
from 1994 to 1996 when they were allowed to choose between
receiving vessel quotas, thusentering theITQ system, or to remain
subject to effort quotas (which became less and less attractive, as
the number of allowable fishing days was reduced year-by-year).
Another compromise was reached by government and owners of
small boats in 1997, further facilitating their integration into the
ITQ system. However, some small boats (about one-third of the
total fleet of about 1,100 small boats) still remain outside the ITQ
system.

Somefurther minor additionsand amendmentshavebeen made
to the 1990 Fisheries Management Acts. In 1997, two fish stocks
harvested by international agreementsoutside Iceland’sEEZ were
integrated into the ITQ system: oceanic redfish in the Irminger
Sea, southwest of Iceland’sterritorial waters, and deep-seashrimp,
in the so-called Flemish Cap east of Canadian territorial waters.
Since 1998, two new rules have been applied to discourage
speculation in quotas. One rule is that while a vessel may transfer
some of her quota between fishing seasons, she will forfeit all her
quota if she catches less than 50% of her total quota in two
subsequent years. The other new rule is that within each year, the
net transfer of quota (that is, the annual catch entitlement, not the
permanent share of the TAC) from any vessel must not exceed
50%.

Another rule has been adopted to try to counter the possible
concentration of quotas. It is that no fishing firm may control more
than a10% of the ITQs in cod and haddock and more than 20% of
the ITQs in saithe, redfish, Greenland halibut, herring, deep-sea
shrimp and capelin. In 1998, after bitter complaints from
fishermen’s unions that the crew of fishing vessels were forced to
participate in quota purchases (that is, to have the cost of renting
quotadeducted from the total net revenue shared at the end of the
fishing season by the vessel owner, captain and crew), it was
decided to establish a special Quota Exchange. It is an institution
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for recording all quota transactions, to ensure that they are
transparent and public. All quota transfers have to take place
through the Quota Exchange except transfers from one vessel to
another owned by thesamefishing firm, or exchangesof quotasof
the same value (but in different species of fish), or transfers that
are deemed by the Minister of Fisheries not to have a market
value.

Legal Decisions on ITQs
The ITQ system has further evolved in aseriesof decisionsby the
Icelandic courts and other authorities on the legal status of ITQs.
One problem arises from the fact that holders of ITQs can either
sell their right to harvest a given share in the TAC (their
TAC-shares), or they can rent it over a season (their annual catch
entitlement, the multiple of the TAC and the TAC-share). How
should the incomes and outlays generated by such transfers be
taxed? In 1993, the Supreme Court decided that the transfer of a
permanent TAC-share should be taxed as transfer of property, but
that the transfer of the right to harvest a given amount over one
season (the annual catch entitlement) should be taxed as income
for the seller and cost for the buyer. Another problem was caused
because the Icelandic Parliament has not been ready to recognise
the use of quotas as direct collaterals, despite proposals to that
effect from theMinister of Fisheries. Predictably, banks and other
lending institutions have circumvented this problem by writing
into contractswith vessel ownersthat quotasissued to vesselsused
as collaterals cannot be transferred from those vessels without the
lenders’ consent. In 1996, adistrict judgedecided that ITQscould
not be used as such indirect collaterals, since the fish stocks were
the declared common property of the Icelandic nation. The
Supreme Court, in two decisions in 1999, did however recognise
ITQs as indirect collaterals of the fishing vessels to which they
were issued. It has also been decided, although not in court cases,
that inheritance tax has to be paid of the (market value) of ITQs
and that they should also be treated as property in the case of
divorce.

The aforementioned cases were all about clarifying the legal
status of the ITQs, for purposes of taxation and financial
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transactions. But opponents of the ITQ system have referred two
matters of principle to thecourts. In late1998, theSupremeCourt
decided that requiring people who wanted to harvest fish in the
Icelandic waters to hold not only ITQs but also special fishing
permits (which were non-transferable and in effect confined to
(owners of) fishing vessels operating in the first years of the ITQ
system, in 1984-8, or to their replacements) was indeed
unconstitutional. According to the court, to restrict entry into the
fisheries in this way to a mostly closed group of people who
happened to operate fishing vessels over a given period of time
violated the two constitutional principles of economic freedom
and equal treatment under the Law. While the special fishing
permits were not an integral part of the ITQ system (and only
imposed as ashort-term measure to try to control theenlargement
of the fishing fleet), its opponents rejoiced at this decision. The
government promptly changed the law, so now fishing permitsare
not confined to (owners of) vessels in operation in 1984-8.

The other case was much more important because it was about
theITQsthemselves. In early 2000, adistrict judge(in theWestern
Fjords) decided that the initial allocation of ITQs in the demersal
fisheries, on the basis of catch history in 1981-3, had violated the
constitutional principlesof economic freedom and equal treatment
before the Law. According to the judge, this method of allocation
unfairly discriminated between the group of quota recipients and
other Icelanders. In thespring of 2000 theSupremeCourt reversed
this decision. It decided that the initial allocation of ITQs, on the
basis of catch history, had not included any arbitrary or
unconstitutional discrimination against those who did not receive
such ITQs. In the initial allocation, it was, the Supreme Court
stated, quite fair and relevant to treat differently those who had a
vested interest in continuing to harvest fish in theIcelandic waters,
and all theotherswho had no such clear interest. Moreover, unlike
the fishing permits, ITQs were transferable so they were not
confined to any narrow group of people in the same way as the
fishing permitshad been. In thesamedecision, theSupremeCourt
stated that the general restriction of access to the Icelandic waters
to holders of ITQs did not seem to violate the constitutional
principle of economic freedom since this restriction had clearly
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been necessary in the face of collapsing fish stocks and
unprofitablefishing firms.

Concluding Remarks
The evolution of the Icelandic ITQ system was a process of
gradual discovery and difficult bargaining. Initially, politicians,
marinebiologistsand vessel ownersweremainly concerned about
the conservation of fish stocks. It was only later that they came to
realise the economic problem of unlimited access to a limited
resource, the ‘ tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin, 1968). From an
economic point of view overfishing is similar to pollution. Where
access to a fishing ground is free, the cost of adding one more
vessel (or another unit of fishing capital) to thefishing fleet on the
ground is not borne solely by the vessel owner. His activity has
harmful effects on others. The consequences are over-capitalisa-
tion and excessive fishing effort. The fishing fleet is much larger
than would bemost efficient. Asan illustration, sixteen boatsmay
be harvesting a lesser catch than that which eight boats could
easily harvest.

There is one big difference, however, between pollution and
overfishing. Pollution is visible, whereas the economic costs that
owners of fishing capital impose on one another are invisible.
Those costs can be, and have been, demonstrated by economists
(Gordon, 1954; Scott, 1955), but vessel owners usually come to
realise theproblem when it is too late—when fishing isexceeding
not only the level of highest return on outlays, but also the
maximum sustainable yield. Memories of the collapse of herring
in the late 1960s may however have facilitated the acceptance by
Icelandic vessel owners of what was in effect the enclosure of
fishing grounds. Desperation lessens transaction costs (Libecap,
1989).

Another factor lessening transaction costs is homogeneity.
Because Iceland’s pelagic fisheries were relatively homogeneous,
with similar vessels, the introduction of vessel catch quotas and
later ITQs was relatively easy. The bargaining process was much
more difficult in the heterogeneous demersal fisheries. Owners of
small boats, some of them working part-time, did not think, for
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example, that they had much in common with owners of large
freezer trawlers. Indeed, as we have seen, some small boats are
still outsidetheITQ system. And vessel ownersin villagescloseto
themost fertilefishing groundsalso thought that they had different
interests from other vessel owners, and their strong opposition
delayed theintroduction of acomprehensiveITQ system for many
years.

The main lesson to be learned from this process is that the
introduction of ITQs in a fishery, however necessary it may seem
to politicians, marinebiologists and economists, is by no means a
simpletask. Thereareall kindsof interestswhich may opposeit. A
commons like the fish stocks in Icelandic waters will only be
enclosed if theprivate interestsof thoseutilising thecommonsare
made to coincide with the public interest. It was probably crucial
for theevolution of the Icelandic ITQ system that the Association
of Fishing Vessel Owners repeatedly took the initiative in the
process, and that government worked closely with it (Jonsson,
1990), although it inevitably led criticsto say that government was
in the thrall of the Association of Fishing Vessel Owners. But a
cart without ahorse to drive it, is of littleuse.

The really important question is: ‘Who Cares Whether the
Commons is Privatised?’ (Buchanan, 1997). It is difficult to see,
for example, how vessel ownersin theIcelandic demersal fisheries
would have agreed to any other initial allocation of quotas in late
1983 than that which wasbased on catch history. Thiswastheonly
way for them to continue utilising the fish stocks without much
disruption. In this way they could maintain the value of their
investments and human capital whereas it would have become
almost worthless if government had auctioned off individual
quotas to thehighest bidders, as someeconomists proposed.

In essence, the problem in the Icelandic fisheries was the same
asin all fisheriesutilising modern technology, and operating under
free access to fishing grounds: It was, to return to our illustration,
that sixteen boats were harvesting even less than that which eight
boats could easily harvest. The task therefore was to reduce the
number of boats from sixteen to eight. In theory, this could be
accomplished by outbidding the owners of the eight excessive
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boats, by taxation or in an auction of quotas. But in practice, this
would havebeen difficult, if not impossible. In the Icelandic case,
what was done was to assign transferable quotas sufficient for the
profitableoperation of eight boats, to the owners of sixteen boats.
Over time, the eight boat owners who wanted to continue
harvesting fish would have a great incentive to buy quotas from
their eight colleagues who for one reason or another wanted to
leave the fishery. Thus, people were not outbid; they were bought
out.

Table 1
Main Stages in the Evolution
of the Icelandic ITQ System

1975 Individual quotas in herring fishery
1979 Quotas in herring fishery transferable
1980 Individual quotas in capelin fishery
1983 Vessel owners recommend individual quotas in demersal

fisheries
1984 Individual (mostly) transferable quotas in demersal

fisheries. Issued for ayear
1985 Effort quota option in demersal fisheries. ITQs issued for a

year
1986 Individual quotas in capelin fishery transferable. ITQs

issued for two years (1986-7)
1988 Individual transferable quotas in all fisheries. Effort quota

option retained. ITQs issued for threeyears (1988-90)
1990 Fisheries Management Act to apply from 1 January 1991
1991 Comprehensive system of transferable share quotas in all

fisheries for all vessels over 6 GRT. Effort quota option
removed

1993 SupremeCourt decides ITQs be taxed as property
1996 Exemptions of vessels using longline in winter abolished;

boats under 6 GRT mostly integrated into ITQ system
1997 Harvesting outside Iceland’s EEZ mostly made subject to

the ITQ system
1998 Quota Exchange; legal restrictions on speculation in and

concentration of ITQs
2000 Supreme Court upholds initial allocation of ITQs on basis

of catch history
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2. The Nature of the ITQ System
Economists analysing the ‘ tragedy of the commons’—the over-
utilisation of non-exclusive natural resources—generally agree
that the tragedy is caused by the absence of private property rights
to those resources. In the costly race to extract value from such
resources, whether they are plots of land, oilfields, mines, or fish
stocks, the rent which could be derived from them is dissipated.
‘Thebusiness of everybody is thebusiness of nobody.’ It wasonly
with the enclosure of land, for example, that the problem of
overgrazing wassolved, and cultivation replaced simpleextraction.
The EEZs which fishing nations have established in the 20th
century may be regarded as important steps towards the enclosure
of marine resources.

At first sight, however, privateproperty rights in areasof thesea
or in individual specimens of fish do not seem technologically
feasible, at least not in deep-seafisheries; such rightswould require
techniquesof fencing or branding, either non-existent or difficult to
develop. ITQs may however go far to solve the fisheries problem
(Arnason, 1990), precisely because they have some characteristics
of privateproperty rights: they areexclusivewhich meansthat only
those who hold them may harvest fish; they are individual so that
theresponsibility for their utilisation isclearly defined and lieswith
individuals; they aredivisiblewhich enablesfishing firms freely to
decide how much of them to hold at any given time; they are
transferable which means that market forces are allowed to select
the most efficient fishing firms; and they are permanent, making
long-term planning possible.

ITQs are not too difficult to administer or enforce, either,
although the political problem of their introduction and initial
allocation should not be minimised. Therefore, it is not surprising
that ITQsare increasingly being used in world fisheries. Between 5
and 10% of world total catchesarepresently harvested under some
kindsof vessel catch quotas. Iceland and New Zealand are theonly
two countries to have developed a comprehensive ITQ system
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although ITQs are also widely used in the Netherlands, Australia
and some other countries. Despite some weaknesses, the Icelandic
ITQ system does not seem too different from the system described
by economists as going far to solve thefisheries problem.

TACs
The two pillars of the Icelandic ITQ system are total allowable
catches (TACs), and individual transferable quotas (ITQs). TACs
are set annually by the Minister of Fisheries for each of the
commercially valuable species of fish in Icelandic waters, on the
basis of recommendations from the Marine Research Institute,
(MRI). Economic considerations—receiving the maximum return
on fishing capital —do not seem to play an important role in the
setting of TACs although that may change in the future. In the first
few years after the introduction of ITQs in the demersal fisheries,
the Minister of Fisheries tended to set somewhat larger TACs than
recommended by the MRI, mainly because as a politician he was
concerned about adverse effects on the economy by sharp
reductions in TACs, especially in the fishing villages scattered
around Iceland’s coastline. This has gradually changed, especially
after 1991. In 1995, government even adopted a special rule about
theannual TAC in cod: it is to beset at 25%of thefishablebiomass,
asestimated by theMRI. Thus, theTAC isdetermined in and by the
annual stock assessment. By applying this rule, marine biologists
estimatethat thechancesof stock collapsego down to lessthan 1%.
In June 2000, as this paper was going to the printers, the
government revised therulein order to stabilisethesetting of TACs
in cod between years. It stipulated that the difference in TACs
between years should not exceed 30,000 MT. The MRI had
reported weak classes of cod for harvesting in 1999-2001, with an
expected strengthening of the stock thereafter. Therefore the cod
TAC was set at 220,000 MT for 2000-2001, compared with
203,000 MT under the old rule. Table 2 reproduces the
recommendations in 1984-2000 by theMRI for theTAC in cod, the
decision by theMinister of Fisheries, and theactual total catch.
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Table 2
Recommended and Set TACs in Cod
and Total Actual Catches, 1984-2000

(In MT)
Year Recommended Allocated Actual

TAC TAC Total Catch
(MRI) (Ministry of

Fisheries)

1984 200,000 242,000 281,000
1985 200,000 263,000 323,000
1986 300,000 300,000 365,000
1987 300,000 330,000 390,000
1988 300,000 350,000 376,000
1989 300,000 325,000 354,000
1990 250,000 300,000 333,000
1991 240,000 245,000 245,000
1991-2 250,000 265,000 273,000
1992-3 190,000 205,000 240,000
1993-4 150,000 165,000 196,000
1994-5 130,000 155,000 164,000
1995-6 155,000 155,000 169,000
1996-7 186,000 186,000 201,000
1997-8 218,000 218,000 227,000
1998-9 250,000 250,000 N. A.
1999-2000 247,000 250,000 N. A.
Source: MarineResearch Institute.

The sharp reductions in TACs of cod in 1994-6 are noteworthy. If
the members of the Association of Fishing Vessel Owners had not
by then begun to think of themselves as stakeholders in the cod
fishery, it is doubtful that such sharp reductions could have been
accomplished relatively peacefully in a country as heavily
dependent on fishing as Iceland is. Table3 reproduces theTACsof
different species of fish, set by the Minister of Fisheries, for the
fishing season 1999-2000.
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Table 3
TACs in Different Species of Fish

for the Fishing Year 1999-2000
(In MT)

Stock TAC TAC
Recommendation Allocation
(MRI) (Ministry of

Fisheries)
Demersal species

Atlantic cod 247,000 250,000
Haddock 35,000 35,000
Saithe (Atlantic pollock) 25,000 30,000
Golden redfish (ocean perch) 35,000 35,000
Oceanic redfish (ocean perch) 25,000 25,000
Greenland halibut 10,000 10,000
Ocean catfish 13,000 13,000
Plaice 4,000 4,000
Witch 1,100 1,100
Dab 7,000 7,000
Lemon sole 1,400 1,400
Long rough dab 5,000 5,000

Other species

Icelandic herring 100,000 100,000
Scallop (all areas) 9,800 9,800
Nephrops (Norway lobster) 1,200 1,200
Inshoreshrimp 3,300 3,300
Deep-seashrimp 20,000 20,000
Capelin 575,850 575,850
Source: MarineResearch Institute.

Of the1999-2000 TAC in cod, almost 35,000 MT werereserved for
small boatsfishing with handlineand longlineand some6,500 MT
for other purposes, chiefly to compensate for setbacks in other
fisheries. A portion of theTACs in haddock, saitheand catfish was
reserved in a similar way. It should be mentioned that 1999-2000
TACs for inshore and deep-sea shrimp were provisional, in line
with therecommendationsof theMRI and pending further research
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and stock assessment. The TAC in capelin was also provisional; it
was Iceland’sshare in thetotal negotiated TAC in capelin (856,000
MT) in theNortheast Atlantic Ocean.

ITQs
ITQs constitute the other pillar of the Icelandic fisheries system.
ITQs areshares in theTAC of afish stock. They are issued to each
vessel for an indefinite period of time, in the demersal fisheries
initially, as described in Chapter 1, on the basis of catch history in
1981-3. The only vessels partly exempt from the system are boats
under 6 MT whose owners have chosen to operate under effort
restrictions (a given number of allowable fishing days). They
harvest, however, a small proportion of the total demersal catch.
The ITQs are transferable both annually and permanently. A legal
distinction is therefore made between two kinds of transferable
quotas issued to avessel: her TAC-share, given in percentages, and
her Annual Catch Entitlement, ACE, given in MT, where the ACE
is a simple multiple of the TAC for the fishery, and the vessel’s
TAC-share. For example, if a deep-sea trawler initially received a
0.1% shareof theTAC in cod, and if theTAC in thefishing season
1999-2000 is250,000 MT, then theowner of that vessel may use it
to harvest 250 MT of cod in the given year and expect to harvest
0.1% of theTACsset in coming years. HisTAC- shareis0.1%, and
his ACE in 1999-2000 is 250 MT.

He can do one of three things with his quota: 1) he can himself
harvest 250 MT over the 1999-2000 season; 2) while keeping his
TAC-share, he can sell his ACE, or a part of it, to the owner of
another vessel, that is the right to harvest 250 MT, or a part of it,
over the1999-2000 season; 3) hecan sell hisTAC-share, that is the
right to harvest 0.1% share in the TACs set now and in coming
years.

Both the TAC-shares and the ACEs are perfectly divisible. The
TAC-shares are also perfectly transferable. There are some
restrictions on transfers of ACEs, however, with the objective of
stabilising local employment. While ACEs can be freely trans-
ferred between vessels under the same ownership or within the
same region, their transfers between vessels in different regions
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have to be approved by the Minister of Fisheries after a review by
the regional fishermen’s union and local authorities. Since few
transfers are blocked, in practice the ACEs can be regarded as
freely transferable. Over time most of the ITQs have indeed
changed hands: In February 2000 only 19% of the quotas initially
allocated in the demersal fisheries were still held by those who
originally received them (Morgunbladid, 2000).

Since the Icelandic fisheries are mixed fisheries, vessels are
bound to comeup with different speciesof fish on thesamefishing
trips, haddock as well as cod or redfish, to name a few. The
TAC-shares in different fish stocks therefore have to be inter-
changeable. But species of fish differ in value: 1 MT of cod is for
example worth much more than 1 MT of capelin. Cod is therefore
used as the common denominator of the system. The term ‘cod
equivalent’ denotes therelativemarket valueof different speciesof
fish, set by a regulation every year. For each vessel having a quota
for several species the total quota may be calculated in cod
equivalents. Quota transfers between vessels are also often
measured in cod equivalents. In thefishing season from September
1st 1998 to August 31st 1999, the cod equivalent values were, for
example, as follows: cod 1.00, haddock 1.05, saithe 0.65, redfish
0.70, plaice1.20, Greenland halibut 2.15, ocean catfish 0.85, witch
1.20, dab 0.65, long rough dab 0.60, capelin 0.08, herring 0.14,
nephrops 8.55, shrimp 1.20 and scallops 0.40.

While the ITQs are perfectly divisible, and easily transferable,
their useand transfersarerestricted in someways, aspointed out in
Chapter 1: All transfers of TAC-shares (permanent quotas, in
percentages) have to be registered with the Fisheries Directorate.
Most transfers of ACEs (quotas over a season, in MT) have to go
through the Quota Exchange. The owner of a vessel will lose his
quota, measured in cod equivalence, if hisvessel harvests less than
50% of the vessel’s total quota in two subsequent years. The net
transfer of quota from thevessel in any given year must not exceed
50% of her quota. Moreover, no fishing firm may hold more than a
given fraction of quotas in each species of fish.



4 This was obviously an uneconomical way of allocating the ITQs, since it
created an incentive for fishing firms to engage in a ‘Derby’ for a few years,
that is to invest in strategic harvesting in order to establish acatch history. The
reason the quotas were not auctioned off was probably that therewerealready
loud demands from some opponents of the ITQ system for auctioning off the
existing quotas. TheMinister of Fisheriesmay havefelt that by such an auction
hewould only encouragethosepeople. It issurely ironic if theonly impact that
supporters of government auctions of quotas have had on policy-making has
been to hinder an auction where it may have been justifiable.
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Harvesting Outside Iceland’s EEZ
The ITQ system applies, as far as is possible, in those fisheries
which either straddle Iceland’s EEZ or are outside it. The general
ruleisthat Iceland negotiateswith other countriesconcerned aTAC
in each such stock, and then Iceland’sshareof thisTAC isallocated
asvessel catch quotas. Capelin and herring aremigratory stocks, as
previously mentioned, moving in large schools all over the
Northeast Atlantic Ocean. Iceland has negotiated a TAC in capelin
with Norway and Greenland, by which Iceland receives thebulk of
the TAC (since most of the capelin is found and harvested in the
Icelandic EEZ). Iceland’s share is allocated to individual vessels,
on the basis of catch history. The Atlanto-Scandian herring, after
thecollapseof thelate1960s, suddenly reappeared in theNortheast
Atlantic Ocean in 1994, and since then Iceland has negotiated a
TAC in this stock with other members of the Northeast Atlantic
Fisheries Commission, NEAFC (the Faroese Islands, Norway, the
Russian Federation and the European Union). As there was no
catch history on which to baseinitial allocation of quotas, Iceland’s
share in this TAC (which has usually been about 15% of the TAC)
was initially, in 1994-7, not subject to individual quotas but to
effort restrictions: entry was free until Iceland’s share in the TAC
had been reached. On the basis of this catch history, and on vessel
hold capacity, vessel catch quotas or ITQs were then allocated for
theperiod 1998-2000.4

Iceland has also negotiated within NEAFC a TAC in oceanic
redfish which is harvested in the Irminger Sea in international
waters southwest of Iceland’s EEZ. Since1997, Iceland’s share in
the TAC has been allocated as vessel quotas on the basis of catch
history (the three best years of the six years in which this fishery
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had been in operation, with 5% of the total set aside for thosewho
had started theharvesting, aso-called pioneers’ quota).

There have been two kinds of disputes between Iceland and
other fishing nations in the North Atlantic Ocean. In the deep-sea
shrimp fishery which started in 1993 on the Flemish Cap in
international waterseast of theCanadian EEZ, Iceland hasrefused
to participate in an agreement reached by the North Atlantic
Fishing Organisation, NAFO. This is because NAFO tries to
manage this fishery by restrictions on effort, i.e. allowable fishing
days, to which Iceland is opposed for reasons already explained.
Instead, Iceland has since 1997 unilaterally set a TAC for its own
fishing vesselson theFlemish Cap; thishas then been allocated as
ITQs to fishing vessels on the basis of their catch history. The
other NAFO countries have accepted this unilateral action, while
not endorsing it.

In fishing groundsin international waters in theBarentsSea, the
so-called Loophole between Norwegian and Russian territorial
waters, Iceland had a dispute with Norway and the Russian
Federation from 1993 when Icelandic vesselsbegan to harvest cod
there, until May 1999 when the three countries settled their
differences, Iceland agreeing to stop harvesting in theLoophole in
return for small quotas in Norwegian and Russian territorial
waters and an option to buy quotas from Russian vessels and also
issuing small quotas to Norway and the Russian Federation in
Icelandic waters. During thedispute, Iceland did not try to control
the activities of Icelandic trawlers in the Loophole. In 1997-8
however catches there collapsed, as seen in Table 4, at the same
time as the TAC in cod in Icelandic waters was increased.
Icelandic vessels have therefore largely ceased harvesting fish in
theBarents Seaalthough it madequiteadifference in thedifficult
1994-5 period.
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Table 4
Catch of Icelandic Vessels

Outside Iceland’s EEZ 1994-8
(In MT)

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Cod 35,000 34,000 21,800 5,800 2,400
Oceanic redfish 47,100 47,100 51,800 41,000 52,000
Atlanto-Scandian Herring 21,100 173,100 164,600 220,000 197,000
Deep-seashrimp 2,400 7,600 21,200 6,300 6,800
Source: FisheriesDirectorate.

Administration and Enforcement
Two government agencies, under the direction of the Minister of
Fisheries, are mainly concerned with administering and enforcing
theITQ system. TheMarineResearch Institute, (MRI), investigates
the state of fish stocks and makes recommendations about annual
TACs in different species of fish to the Ministry of Fisheries. The
MRI operates research vessels and collects additional information
from skippers. It also undertakes basic research in marine biology.
The MRI has a staff of about 170; approximately one-third of its
costs of operation are covered by its own revenues. The Fisheries
Directorate (FD), oversees the day-to-day administration of the
ITQ system, especially the collection of data on harvesting and
landings. It hasaregular staff of about 60; approximately half of its
budget iscovered by itsown revenues. In addition, theFD employs
observers for fishing in distant waters, outside Iceland’s EEZ.

TheITQ system is in effect enforced by controlling landings. All
marine catch is required by law to be weighed on officially
approved scales at the point of landing. Municipal authorities
operate the weighing stations and collect weighing fees from the
vessels to cover their costs. The officials of the weighing stations
record the landings and verify species compositions. There are 67
ports under such landings control in Iceland, and major foreign
export ports are controlled as well. A sophisticated computer
system linksportsof landings to theFD, enabling thetransmission
of daily catch data to theFD’scomputer department. All catch data
are transmitted to the FD twice a day and processed for
dissemination, by several means, through the FD’s Web pages,
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through monthly publications and by phone to skippers and vessel
owners checking their catch status. Status reportsaresent to vessel
owners regularly and upon request. The FD’s Web pages of
fisheries data show in detail the catch status of individual vessels,
quota transfers between different vessels or in different species,
quotashares and landings.

A third government agency, The Icelandic Coast Guard, under
the direction of the Minister of Justice, and with a staff of about
130, monitorsfishing vesselsat seaand enforces regional closures,
with gunboats, helicopters and aeroplanes. As already mentioned,
extensive nursery grounds are permanently closed to fishing
vessels, and the spawning grounds of cod are closed for a few
weeks in late winter during the spawning period. Moreover, the
Minister of Fisheries, on the advice of the MRI, has the right of
immediate, temporary closureof areaswith excessive juvenilefish.
There is also a12 miles limit for large trawlers in most areas.

In addition to thesurveillanceprovided by theFD and theCoast
Guard, the Ministry of Fisheries itself employs a group of
observers of fishing in the Icelandic waters, some of whom take
trips on fishing vessels and some of whom travel between ports of
landings. Those observers try to ensure compliance with regula-
tions on mesh size, bycatches, and so on. Mesh size has to be 135
mm or equivalent, for example, and in the shrimp fishery a sorting
grid is mandatory to avoid the bycatch of juvenile fish. In the
demersal fisheries devices for excluding juveniles are also
mandatory in certain areas.

The Ministry of Fisheries itself has an office staff of about 20.
The Ministry charges holders of ITQs a low fee for the costs of
administering and enforcing theITQ system, with an upper limit of
0.4% of the estimated catch value. The revenue from the fee is
about US$8-9 millionsayear, and in addition thereisrevenuefrom
a fee for fishing permits of about US$2 millions ayear.

The total net costs of enforcing and administering the
ITQ-system, less than US$30 millions a year, including basic
marine biology research and guarding the territorial waters, do not
seem huge in comparison to the total catch value in the Icelandic
fisheries which is, in the late 1990s, on average about US$800
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millions a year. Violations of the Fisheries Management Act and
the corresponding Ministry of Fisheries regulations carry heavy
penalties, such as fines, expropriation of catch and gear and
cancellation of fishing permits. While theMinistry of Fisherieshas
widediscretionary powers in assessing such penaltiesand aproven
willingness to use them, alleged violators have recourse to the
courts if unsatisfied with theMinistry’s decisions.

Are the Icelandic ITQs Property Rights?
On land, fencing techniques such as barbed wire have enabled
individuals to establish property rights in (that is, to excludeothers
from theutilisation of) land and other immovableobjects, whereas
branding techniqueshaveenabled them to establish property rights
in (that is, again to exclude others from the utilisation of) animals
and other movable objects. Fences can however hardly be erected
around different areas of the deep sea (although some kinds of
fencing may bepossible in inshorefisheries), and it isalso difficult
to see how individual fish in the sea can be branded (at least cod,
herring and other species of fish that the Icelanders harvest).

It may beargued therefore that ITQs are substitutes for property
rights based either on fencing or branding. They are not exclusive
rights to theutilisation of particular areasof thesea, or of particular
fish, but rather exclusive rights to harvest a given share of a given
total catch of a species of fish. They are rights of extraction rather
than property, comparable to rights to extract a certain quantity of
timber from a given forest, or to harvest a certain number of deer
from agiven colony (Hannesson, 1994). Whilesuch rightsprovide
incentives to cut the timber and to catch the deer in the most
efficient ways, they may not be sufficiently strong to provide the
optimal husbandry of the forest or thedeer colony.

Nevertheless, ITQs, as described in the fisheries economics
literature, havemany of theefficient featuresof individual property
rights. They are exclusive, individual, divisible, transferable and
permanent. One important feature is that the permanent ITQs, that
is, TAC-shares, are share-rights: they are (transferable) rights to
harvest, say, 0.1% of thetotal allowablecatch in aspeciesof fish in
theforeseeablefuture. Holdersof such rightshaveaclear interest in
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thelong-term profitability of theresource. Therewould beacrucial
difference in the behaviour of two groups of quota holders, where
the members of one group would each have a permanent quota
expressed in agiven quantity of fish, for example, 250 MT of cod a
year, whereas the members of the other groups would each have a
permanent quota expressed in a given share of the total catch, for
example, 0.1% of the TAC in cod. The latter group would be
concerned not only with minimising harvesting costs, but also with
setting theTAC in such away that thelong-term profitability of the
fish stock in question would bemaximised.

Arguably, ITQs, as described in the fisheries economics
literature, comeasnear to being privateproperty rightsas issimply
feasible in deep-sea fisheries. But what about the Icelandic ITQs,
described in this and the preceding Chapter? Those ITQs are
certainly individual and divisible. They arealso exclusivealthough
their exclusivity is somewhat reduced by the continuing existence
of exemptions from the system for some boats, under 6 MT. But it
is a minor exemption and sooner or later all small boats will
probably beintegrated into theITQ system. TheIcelandic ITQsare
also mostly transferable: the restrictions on quota transfers are not
very important. Nevertheless, they are restrictions.

For the system to be more efficient, most economists would
argue, ITQs should not be issued to fishing vessels, but to
individuals and firms and they should be freely transferable. No
restrictions should be imposed either on the relative or absolute
amount each individual firm could hold, as is now the case. The
ITQs should also be fully recognised by the law as possible
collaterals which they are not at the moment. There should not be
conditions on their use, either, such as the rules described in
Chapter 1 to discourage speculation in ITQs. More speculation
would facilitatetransfers in theITQ market, hasten thereduction of
thefishing fleet and enablequotaholdersto bemoreflexiblein their
operations.

Themain problem in the Icelandic fisheries is, however, that the
ITQs, even if issued to individual vessels for an indefiniteperiod of
timesince1990, arenot really permanent and secure. Asdescribed
in Chapter 1, in the 1990 Fisheries Management Act, a paragraph
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was inserted to the effect that no assignment of ITQs by this law
could constitute any permanent property rights to such quotas or
becometheground for compensation if thequotasweretaken from
their holders. While it is unlikely that the ITQ system would be
abolished, or thequotastaken from their present holders, especially
since in early 2000, only 19% of thequotasarestill in thehandsof
those to whom they were initially assigned, the unwillingness of
the Icelandic Parliament to take any steps legally to recognise the
ITQs as property rights, even if they are taxed as such and to all
purposes treated as such, has added to the uncertainty facing their
holders.

Concluding Remarks
The emergence of ITQs in the Icelandic fisheries has interesting
similarities to theemergenceof property rights amongst Indians in
Labrador, as analysed by Harold Demsetz (1967). For centuries,
before the arrival of Europeans, the Indians had hunted beaver
primarily for food and the few furs they needed. Since the beaver
stock was a non-exclusive resource, the Indians did not have a
vested interest in increasing or maintaining it. However, as their
needs weresmall and the technology primitive the negative effects
of beaver hunting were insignificant. When European traders
arrived, hunting technology improved, and demand for fursgreatly
increased. The scale of hunting increased so the harmful effects
which each hunter had on othersby hishunting becamesignificant.
Consequently, the Indiansdivided themselves into several bands in
order to hunt more efficiently. Each band appropriated pieces of
land, roughly similar in quality, for it to hunt exclusively. By the
middle of the 18th century, the privately allotted territories were
relatively stabilised. Thus, the fur trade had encouraged the
husbanding of beavers and the prevention of poaching which such
husbanding requires.

Demsetz tells this tale to illustratehismain point about property
rights. They emergewhen harmful or beneficial effectsof economic
activity emerge, enabling individuals to take them into account.
Consider pollution, mentioned in Chapter 1. If I pollute a river in
which you swim, or fish salmon, or from which you get your
drinking water, with theconsequencethat you cannot continueyour
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use of the river, it is typically because neither you nor anyone else
owns the river, being able to hold meresponsible for my activities.
While the pollution I cause harms you, it does not cost me
anything.

The solution would seem to be to define property rights to the
river, just as the Labrador Indians established property rights in
different pieces of land. Sometimes, however, the definition of
property rights is not feasible: the costs of establishing them are
higher than the gains. Demsetz points out that the Indians of the
Southwest plains who came into contact with theEuropean market
at the same time as the Labrador Indians, did not establish new
property rights in response to increased demand for the animals
they hunted and improved hunting technology. Thereason wasthat
the animals of the plains, such as the buffalo, were primarily
grazing animals wandering over wide areas. The cost of husband-
ing thoseanimals (fencing or branding) was thereforemuch higher
(at least until the introduction of barbed wire) than the cost of
husbanding beavers in Labrador which were confined to relatively
small areas.

The pelagic species of fish in the Icelandic waters, herring and
capelin, are rather similar to the animals of the Southwest plains
described by Demsetz: clearly, any territorial rights to those two
fish stocks would not have been feasible. Neither fencing nor
branding would have been possible. On the other hand, cod and
other demersal fish aresimilar to beavers in theLabrador forests in
that they are relatively territorial. The fishing grounds where those
species are found are known and rather well-defined. Unlike
branding, fencing would in theory have been possible in the
demersal fisheries (and even more in the inshore shrimp and
nephrops fisheries, confined to small and clearly demarcated
areas).

The interesting question is then why territorial rights were not
established in those stocks. Several answers may be suggested.
First, there were hardly any legal precedents or possibilities
available to fishing vessel owners or legislators. While non-
territorial fishing rights in the form of ITQs had already been tried
in the pelagic fisheries, and seen to work, ideas about property
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rights in areas of the sea would have been dismissed as pure
fantasy. Second, demersal fishing grounds are very large in scale,
creating possibleeconomic inefficienciesof their own as independ-
ent units of operations, while vessel catch quotas are perfectly
divisible. Third, fencing each fishing ground off would have been
quitecostly. Instead, under the ITQ system only the Icelandic EEZ
is really fenced off. Moreover, the Icelandic fishing fleet includes
many multi-purpose vessels, so it was economical to have a
comprehensive quota system within which a vessel might switch
from harvesting one species to another without many problems. It
is also convenient that the quotas are expressed in terms of cod
equivalence so fishing vessels can easily solve the problem of
bycatch.

On the whole, the evolution of the Icelandic ITQ system can be
interpreted as the practical response to the problem of vessel
owners imposing economic costs on one another by excessive
fishing effort and over-capitalisation—costs which should not be
blamed on them, but rather on the lack of property rights and thus
the lack of information about thosecosts (Coase, 1960). It amounts
to the enclosure of the fish stocks in Icelandic waters—an
enclosurenot yet completed.
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3. The Performance of the ITQ System
When access to a resource such as the fish stocks in Icelandic
waters suddenly becomes exclusive, the behaviour of those
utilising the resource should be expected greatly to change. When
an ITQ system is introduced in deep-seafisheries the fish stocks in
question are taken into custody, so to speak, by the quota holders.
Certainly there has been a marked change in the behaviour of
Icelandic vessel owners since the introduction of the ITQ system.
Even if their rights of extraction from the fish stocks are by no
meansasclear or certain as they could be, quotaholderswithin the
powerful Association of Fishing Vessel Ownershavebegun to look
upon themselvesascustodiansof thefish stocks, taking along-term
view of their utilisation, and strongly supporting a cautious
approach to thesetting of TACs.

Since the introduction of the ITQ system, slowly most stocks in
Icelandic waters have become stronger, in particular the valuable
cod stock (at the same time as this stock has collapsed in some
other parts of the world). While the reduction of the Icelandic
fishing fleet hasnot been asrapid asmany hoped in thefirst yearsof
the ITQ system, fishing effort has gone down, especially in the
pelagic fisheries, and there has been considerable readjustment in
the fishing sector. Unprofitable firms have gone out of business,
while other firms have merged, and rationalised their operations,
with many of them becoming public corporations. While fewer
fishing firmsthereforehold quotasnow than in thebeginning, there
aremany moreowners of the remaining firms.

In short, the years since the introduction of vessel catch quotas
haveseen thegrowing commercialisation of theIcelandic fisheries.
Many were initially concerned that this would mean a net transfer
of quotas from the small fishing villages scattered around the
coastline, to the urbanised Southwest of Iceland, but this has not
been the case. Indeed, there has been a net transfer of quotas from
theSouthwest. Problemsremain in thefisheries, mainly concerning
highgrading and theuncertain statusof theITQs. But on thewhole,
the ITQ system has performed well (Runolfsson, 1999).
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The Pelagic and the Small Fisheries
ITQshavebeen applied much longer in thepelagic fisheriesthan in
the demersal fisheries, from 1975 in the herring fishery and from
1980 in thecapelin fishery. Theevidence isquiteclear in thosetwo
fisheries. Since1975, herring catcheshaveincreased almost tenfold
whilefishing effort hasnot increased; indeed, it hasdecreased. The
number of vessels in theherring fishery hasgonedown from about
65 in 1975 to about 30-40 in the 1990s. Catch per unit of effort in
theherring fishery isnow roughly 10 timeshigher than it waswhen
ITQs were first issued. Two herring stocks are harvested by
Icelandic vessels, the Icelandic summer spawning stock, and the
Atlanto-Scandian stock (partly outside Iceland’s EEZ). Both have
gained in strength in the last few years. Marine biologists estimate
the herring stock biomass to be bigger now than it has been since
the1950s.

Whilecapelin catchesfluctuatefrom oneyear to another, there is
no clear downward trend in capelin catches. But the number of
vessels (specialised purseseinevessels) in thecapelin fishery have
gone down, from 68 in 1979 to 44 in 1996. The fleet total tonnage
(GRT) has been reduced by over 25% and total days at sea for the
fleet by almost 25%. Efficiency thus seems to have significantly
increased in thecapelin fishery. Thedevelopment in thetwo pelagic
fisheries, in terms of catch per unit of fleet, is shown in Figure3.

Figure 3
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The evidence in the much smaller, but quite valuable nephrops,
shrimp and scallop fisheries is not as clear and dramatic as in the
pelagic fisheries, because there was never a radical change of the
system under which thosespecieswereharvested. Therewasnever
non-exclusive access to those fisheries: they are mostly inshore
fisheries, utilised by local communities, and only developed in the
late 1960s. However, the number of boats has been significantly
reduced in those fisheries, whereas there has been no clear trend,
upwardsor downwards, in total catches. In thelast decadeor so, the
number of nephropsboatshasgonedown from 57 to 42, of inshore
shrimp boats from 60 to 44 and scallop boats from 21 to 15.
Efficiency seems, on the whole, to have increased although, to
repeat, over-utilisation because of non-exclusive access was never
as much aproblem thereas in other Icelandic fisheries.

The Demersal Fisheries
Theevidenceis lessclear in thedemersal fisheries, subject to vessel
catch quotas since 1984. Even if Figure 4 shows that increases in
fishing capital came to a halt in 1984-5, this can be ascribed to
heavy losses in the demersal fisheries no less than to the
introduction of quotas. In 1986 fishing capital indeed started to
increase again, although it has been slowly decreasing since 1989.
At the same time, TACs in the demersal fisheries were lower than
previously.

This does not mean, however, that efficiency has not increased
significantly in the demersal fisheries. There are important factors
explaining the temporary increase in fishing capital in 1986-9 and
the rather slow decrease after that. The two major factors were the
existence of the mixed system of effort restrictions, encouraging
investment, and vessel catch quotas, discouraging investment, in
1985-90; and the exemption of small boats from the system, first
thoseunder 10 GRT, then thoseunder 6 GRT. Indeed, in 1984-1990
the number of fishing boats under 10 GRT almost doubled, from
828 to 1,599. In 1991, this trend was to some extent reversed, and
in 1997 boats under 10 GRT numbered 1,114. A third factor was
the installation of freezing equipment in the big trawlers. In 1983,
therewereonly three freezer trawlers, in 1990 they were28, and in
1997 they were 54. This was not really an increase in fishing
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capital, but rather astructural change, thetransfer of fish processing
from land to sea. Yet another factor was that specialised trawlers
were in the mid-1980s bought for the emerging deep-sea shrimp
fishery, not subject to quotas until 1988.

A fifth factor which should be mentioned is that a significant
proportion of thedeep-sea trawler fleet wasduefor replacement by
the mid-1980s. The years 1986-7 were profitable for fishing firms
many of which therefore used the opportunity to replace their
ageing vessels. Moreover, modern standardsof accommodation for
thecrew requiremuch morespacethan old trawlersand boatscould
offer. Also, becauseof an increase in theexport of fresh fish on ice,
in special containers aboard fishing vessels, newer vessels have
been built with more storage space than the old ones had. Firms in
the demersal fisheries may have been reluctant to divest their
fishing capital for yet another reason. They probably expect that
with the recovery of the fish stocks in Icelandic waters, TACs in
cod and other demersal species will eventually be increased. After
all, in 1997 the total catch of cod in the Icelandic waters was less
than half of what it had been sixteen yearsearlier. Moreover, in the
mid-1990s some firms may have been investing in strategic
harvesting, creating a basis for claims in shares of possible future
TACs in fisheries outside Iceland’s territorial waters. Those firms
may havebeen preparing for an eventual opportunity to harvest fish
in distant waters.

For all those reasons, fishing capital has decreased rather slowly
since1989. Fishing effort, defined as volume in GRT timesfishing
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days, has also decreased, as can be seen from Figure 4, with the
exception of the period 1986-91; this temporary increase can be
explained partly by theexistenceof effort restrictionsand partly by
the decline in the demersal stocks (and lower TACs), making
harvesting moredifficult. Since1991, however, fishing effort in the
demersal fisheries has been substantially reduced, at a faster rate
than the fall in catch value. There is little question that this is
mainly because of the ITQ system. It has induced fishing firms to
organise their harvesting more economically. It should be noted
that catch value in the demersal fisheries has not gone down as
dramatically as the total catch itself. This is not only because of
price increases, but also because harvesting in the ITQ system has
become better organised than it was under the previous effort
restrictions: vessels try to catch thefish at thetimewhen demand is
at its highest, and so on. Trends in catch value, fishing capital and
fishing effort in Iceland’sdemersal fisheries indicate that efficiency
has increased considerably, especially after the ITQ system was
madecomprehensive in 1990-1.

This conclusion is strengthened by observing the simple and
undisputed fact that most Icelandic fishing firms have, since the
introduction of the ITQ system, become profitable whereas
previously most of them madeheavy losses. Yet another method of
evaluating the performance of the system is to observe the market
prices of quotas. According to an estimate by an Icelandic
economist of the trend in 1984-95 (Arnason 1996), the price range
of cod quotas in this period went up from US$ 55-87 per MT to
US$ 1,050-1,389 per MT. The total value of quotas went, in the
same period, up from US$ 36-57 millions to US$ 235-275
millions. While those figures have to be taken with some caution,
they show that considerable economic rent is being derived from
thedemersal fisheries in Iceland and that this rent is increasing.

The Impact on Regional Development
One of the most sensitive issues in Icelandic politics is regional
development. Numerous attempts have been made to halt the
migration of people to the Southwest—to Reykjavik and its
environs—such as the establishment of special regional funds to
stimulate economic development outside the Southwest. These
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attempts have met with little or no success: the bulk of the
population lives in or near Reykjavik. When the ITQ system was
introduced, there was some concern that quotas would be
transferred to the Southwest. The result would be, it was argued,
unemployment in the small fishing villages scattered along the
coastline, and an acceleration in the ongoing migration to the
Southwest. Indeed, to hinder such a development some politicians
proposed regional quotas—quotas transferable only within a
region.

Figure5 – TheRegionsof Iceland

To allay such fears certain restrictions were imposed on the
transfersof ACEsbetween regions, aswehaveseen, whiletransfers
of TAC-shares were not subject to similar restrictions. In practice,
theserestrictionshavenot had asignificant impact on theworkings
of the ITQ system. Onereason may be that the ITQ system hashad
an effect on regional development opposite to what was feared. On
the whole, it has strengthened the economy in the fishing villages,
although firms in those villages are operated with varying degrees
of success, as is to be expected. Figure 5 shows the seven main
regions in Iceland, and Table 5 the development of quota holdings
in those regions. The really important fact is that the Southwest
which in 1984 held 29.7% of thetotal quota(in cod equivalents), in
thefishing year 1998/9 only held 25.7 %. Therehasbeen anet quota
transfer to three regions, theWest, theNorthwest and, in particular,
the Northeast, and an almost negligible net quota transfer from
other three regions, theSouth, theWestern Fjords and theEast.



5 In cod equivalents, for cod, haddock, saithe, redfish and Greenland halibut, at
registered port of vessel.
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Table 5
Share of Quota Holdings by Regions, 1984-995

%
South- West Western North- North- East South
west fjords west east

1984 29.7 9.0 13.6 6.1 14.9 13.2 13.5
1985 29.3 9.0 13.6 6.3 15.1 13.3 13.5
1986 27.8 9.7 13.9 6.3 14.8 13.7 13.8
1987 24.9 9.9 14.1 6.9 16.9 13.7 13.6
1988 24.6 9.6 14.2 7.4 16.7 13.5 14.0
1989 22.8 9.3 14.7 7.9 17.5 13.2 14.6
1990 24.1 9.0 14.0 7.7 17.1 12.9 15.2
1991 23.6 9.4 14.0 7.9 17.9 12.6 14.6
1991/92 23.6 9.9 14.0 6.9 18.5 14.0 13.1
1992/93 23.2 19.9 13.5 7.2 18.9 13.6 13.8
1993/94 24.2 10.0 12.3 7.0 18.5 13.9 14.1
1994/95 24.8 10.0 11.7 7.1 19.0 12.8 14.6
1995/96 25.6 10.1 11.6 7.6 20.2 12.0 13.0
1996/97 25.5 10.0 12.3 8.3 20.5 11.3 12.1
1997/98 23.8 11.7 10.6 7.0 21.9 12.0 12.1
1998/99 25.7 12.4 9.6 8.4 21.2 11.1 11.6

Average 25.2 9.9 13.0 7.3 18.1 12.9 13.6
Source: FisheriesDirectorate.

While this iscertainly remarkable, quotaholdingsdo not tell the
whole story. Another important indicator of regional development
should bethepattern of demersal landings, shown in Table6. Since
theintroduction of theITQ system, landingshaveincreased most in
the Northeast, as have quota holdings, but there has been a slight
increase in landings in the Southwest despite its smaller share of
quota holdings. One explanation is that wetfish floor markets were
first introduced in the Southwest, and the first three such markets
are located there. Moreover, the regional distribution of freezer
trawlers (where fish processing is essentially moved aboard) tends
to alter the story: they are mainly located in the Southwest and in
the North. Another divergence is that landings have decreased in
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theSouth despiteitsalmost unchanged relativequotaholdings. The
explanation for this is that vessels in the South tend to land their
catches abroad to agreater extent than vessels in other regions.

Nevertheless, these figures tell the same overall story. There has
not been a significant transfer of resources to the Southwest from
the rest of the country, as was feared in the first years of the ITQ
system. On thecontrary, theITQ system seemsto beaccomplishing
what numerous regional funds in Iceland never managed to do: to
provide people in the fishing villages scattered along the coastline
with feasibleeconomic opportunities. It should benoted, moreover,
that the prevailing regional distribution of quotas has some
interesting political consequences. If aspecial tax wereimposed on
quotaholders in order to extract therent from thefisheries, assome
Icelanders have proposed, then this tax would probably mean a
transfer of resources to the Southwest from the rest of the country.
While about 75% of the quotas are held outside the Southwest,
about 75% of the population resides in the Southwest. This may
become a powerful factor in a possible political conflict over rent
expropriation in thefisheries, discussed in Chapter 4.



6 In cod equivalents, for cod, haddock, saithe, redfish and Greenland halibut; as
a fraction of demersal landings for domestic processing.
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Table 6
Share of Demersal Landings by Regions, 1983-986

%
South- West Western North- North- East South
west fjords west east

1983 27.9 11.2 13.4 5.3 14.3 13.7 14.2
1984 26.5 10.9 15.3 6.1 14.6 13.0 13.6
1985 25.3 11.0 13.6 6.8 15.9 14.3 13.1
1986 25.2 11.8 13.2 6.8 16.8 15.2 11.0
1987 25.4 12.0 12.7 7.7 17.4 15.1 9.7
1988 25.8 10.2 13.8 7.3 19.5 14.1 9.3
1989 27.3 10.4 13.6 6.5 19.2 13.0 10.0
1990 29.7 9.4 12.4 7.6 20.1 11.2 9.6
1991 30.4 8.9 13.0 7.8 20.0 11.3 8.6
1992 30.6 7.7 13.2 7.9 20.7 11.6 8.3
1993 30.6 8.8 12.7 7.8 21.8 10.1 8.2
1994 34.3 7.9 11.8 6.4 20.3 10.7 8.7
1995 34.2 10.3 12.4 4.4 17.2 12.5 8.9
1996 27.3 10.4 13.6 6.5 19.2 13.0 10.0
1997 32.1 12.8 12.0 4.2 16.5 12.4 10.1
1998 30.9 13.1 13.0 4.2 16.7 12.0 10.2

Average 28.9 10.3 13.1 6.6 18.3 12.8 10.2
Source: FisheriesDirectorate.

Concentration of ITQs?
Another sensitive issue in theIcelandic economy is thestructureof
thefisheriessector, especially therelativesizeof fishing firms. Has
the ITQ system led to concentration in the fisheries? The answer
must beyes. Theobjectiveof thechange to an ITQ system was the
reduction of fishing capital and fishing effort per catch, and this
would most likely, although not inevitably, lead to a reduction in
the number of fishing firms, and hence to increased concentration,
as conventionally measured. The question has therefore to be
rephrased. Apart from the inevitable reduction in the number of
fishing vessels and fishing firms, brought about by quota
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transactions, is a further tendency to market concentration
discernible in thefisheries?

It is difficult to evaluate the existing data. Certainly, many
fishing firms have merged, and others have gone out of business.
Table7 showsthat in thefishing year 1991/2 theten largest firmsin
the demersal fisheries held 24.6% of the total demersal quotas. In
the fishing year 1998/9, however, the ten largest firms in those
fisheriesheld 37.6% of thetotal quotas. This is indeed asignificant
increase. But the concentration in the Icelandic fisheries after the
introduction of thequotasystem isprobably no morethan wasto be
expected. What is important is that no one fishing firm is in a
dominant position. The two largest firms in the demersal fisheries,
Utgerdarfelag Akureyringa and Samherji, both in the Northeast,
each held 5.5% of the total demersal quotas in 1998/9. The 10th
largest fishing firm held only 2.3% of the total quotas. The quotas
are in other wordswidely dispersed. It is interesting that oneof the
largest fishing firms, Samherji, in late 1983 when ITQs were first
issued in the demersal fisheries, had only one significant asset, a
deep-sea trawler. Under the ITQ system, however, the firm has
grown rapidly, operating in the late 1990s no less than 20 vessels
from four countries, two shrimp processing plants, two reduction
plants, one freezing plant and a marketing office in England. This
would seem to be an example of the possibility for successful
entrepreneurs of entering the ITQ system.



7 Shares of total cod equivalent values for each year. Quota holdings in cod,
haddock, saithe, redfish, Greenland halibut and plaice as percentage of total
allotments of cod, haddock, saithe and redfish.
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Table 7
Quota Shares of Largest Harvesting Firms

in the Demersal Fisheries 1991-97

% (ranking)
Harvesting firm
(all Ltd.) 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99

UA (NE) 4.0(2) 4.6(2) 4.6(2) 5.0(2) 5.4(2) 5.4(2) 5.0(2) 5.5(1)
Samherji (NE) 3.2(3) 3.4(3) 3.4(3) 3.5(3) 3.6(3) 4.2(3) 5.6(1) 5.5(2)
Grandi (SW) 4.3(1) 4.9(1) 4.9(1) 5.1(1) 6.1(1) 5.7(1) 4.9(3) 4.8(3)
Har.Bodvarsson (W) 2.2(6) 2.3(5) 2.3(6) 2.3(5) 2.6(5) 3.3(5) 4.5(4) 4.3(4)
Thorm. rammi (NW) 4.0(6) 3.8(5)
Vinnslustodin (S) 2.5(4) 2.0(6) 2.9(4) 2.5(4) 2.2(7) 2.0(8) 4.3(5)3.3 (6)
Skagfirdingur (NW) 1.5(9) 1.5(10)1.7(8) 2.2(7) 2.9(4) 3.3(4) 2.8(8) 3.2(7)
Snaefell (NE)
Thorbjorn (SW) 2.5(7)
Basafell (Wfj) 2.3(9)

Total of 10 largest 24.6 25.9 27.0 28.2 30.7 31.8 38.1 37.6
Source: FisheriesDirectorate

Moreover, it is misleading to say that the ITQs have been
concentrated in fewer hands, because the largest firms holding
ITQs have become public corporations and have in this way come
under the ownership of many more people than before. The great
dispersal of ownership of thelargest fishing firmsisshown in Table
8. Altogether, there are about 10-20,000 shareholders in Icelandic
fishing firms, and there seems to be a development towards a
further dispersal of ownership. TheIcelandersseegood investment
opportunities in the big fishing firms which, in turn, use the
additional capital to rationalise their operations (and, in some
cases, to extend them to fisheries in other countries). Hence, no
individual in Iceland can therefore be said to control more than a
fraction of the total quota.

2.6 (8)
2.3 (9)
2.3 (10)
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Table 8
Distribution of Stock

in Ten Largest Demersal Harvesting Firms
in November 1998

ITQs No. of Group Group Others Biggest
1998 stock- 1 2 stockholders:

Harvesting firm /99 holders 1 3 5 10

Samherji 5.7 3,864 9 1 89 21 62 76 80
UA 5.3 1,720 35 49 16 20 50 64 76
Grandi 4.8 1,080 18 21 61 26 47 57 71
Har. Bodvarsson 4.3 1,227 19 37 44 10 24 37 59
Thorm. rammi 3.8 580 18 23 59 19 35 42 61
Vinnslustodin 3.3 762 17 35 48 18 38 48 67
Skagfirdingur 3.2 197 22 8 70 56 74 87 94
Snaefell 2.6 119 3 96 1 92 96 98 99
Thorbjorn 2.3 368 6 11 83 11 34 51 71
Basafell 2.3 332 18 27 55 24 39 48 64

Total 37.6 10,049
Group 1: Municipalities, cooperatives, pension funds, stock funds, etc.
Group 2: Corporations and cooperatives listed on the Icelandic stock exchange.

Remaining Problems
This brief review suggests that the ITQ system in the Icelandic
fisherieshasperformed aswell as could beexpected, and without any
serious social consequences. However, some problems remain. Some
of them are institutional and can be corrected, but probably at a some
political cost: the partial exemption of small boats from the system,
someremaining restrictionson transfers, and theuncertain legal status
of thequotas.

But a further problem does not lie in the institutions or rules that
apply to the Icelandic fisheries, but rather in the fact that all quotas
have to beexpressed in metric tonnesover thefishing season whereas
the values of two tonnes are not always equal, either because they
come from different species of fish or because specimens of one
species differ in value. Discarding may therefore occur. However,
bycatches, thethrowing away of non-targeted species, arenot much of
aproblem in the Icelandic ITQ system becauseaquota in one species
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is easily transferred to a quota in another species, and they have a
common denominator, namely cod.

Highgrading, the throwing away of specimens of the targeted
species, usually becausethey aretoo small to beof much value, seems
to be a greater problem, even if its extent is probably exaggerated by
critics of the ITQ system. In a 1993 report by a government
commission on highgrading in thedemersal fisheries, it wasestimated
to rangefrom 1 to 6% of total catch volumedepending on thetypesof
gear and vessels used (Arnason, 1994). Moreover, according to the
report there had been no detectable increase in highgrading since the
introduction of the ITQ system. One reason for the relative
insignificanceof highgrading is undoubtedly the strict surveillance of
fishing vessels. It should also bepointed out that highgrading iscaused
because it is quite difficult to differentiate in harvesting instead of in
landing between specimensof different value. In thefuture, hopefully,
improvements in fishing gear will enable skippers and their crew to
differentiatemore fully than now between such specimens.

Another interesting problem has appeared in the Icelandic fisheries
in the 1990s. If one stock of fish is excessively harvested, another
stock competing with it for food may grow disproportionately large.
Theecological balancehasbeen disturbed. It is therefore important to
takeamulti-speciesapproach to thefisheries.

The most important marine mammal in Icelandic waters is the
whale. In thefirst decadesof the20th century whenwhalingby foreign
fleets had driven various whale stocks to the brink of extinction,
Iceland imposed a moratorium on the whaling industry, and only
resumed harvesting whales when the stocks had strengthened. But in
1985 theInternational Whaling Commission decided on amoratorium
on commercial whaling. Iceland had to comply with it, even if marine
biologistspresented evidence to theeffect that thestocks harvested in
Icelandic waters—fin, sei and minke whales—were not in any
danger. The reason for Iceland’s compliance with the ban on whaling
was not least the fear of adverse reactions in its best markets for fish
products, such asGermany and theUnited States.

Subsequently, however, research has shown a large growth in the
whalepopulation in Icelandic waters. It iseven moreevident now than
in 1985 that limited harvesting would not put the fin, sei and minke
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whale stocks at risk. Moreover, the size of the whale stocks can have
considerable effect on the productivity of the fish stocks in Icelandic
waters. It has been estimated by Icelandic marine biologists, for
example, that if the whale stocks in Icelandic waters increase to the
level of 40 years ago, the productivity of the cod stock is likely to
become 10% less than it would otherwise have been. The problem is,
to put it bluntly, that whales (and for that matter also seals) are
competing with man for thefish in theNorth Atlantic Ocean. A strong
argument can therefore be made for lifting the ban on whaling, not
only becauseavaluableresourceisnot being utilised, but also because
it may benecessary to maintain balancewithin themarineecosystem.
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4. Current Controversies
While the Icelandic fisheries present a strikingly different picture
from those in many neighbouring countries, whose fisheries are
loss-making, heavily dependent on government subsidiesand often
even depleting fish stocks, the ITQ system is still quite
controversial in Iceland. Its most unpopular aspect is the
transferability of quotas. Regularly, there is apublic outcry when a
holder of aquotasells it, even if thiscan beseen asapositivestep,
since it means that the seller leaves the over- capitalised fisheries:
this is readjustment by trade, not by force.

But in public debate, some more general philosophical objec-
tionsareraised to theITQ system. Onecommon objection isbased
on the fact that it meansat least thepartial enclosureof fish stocks.
It implies the development of exclusive extraction rights to fish
stocks which share some important features of private property
rights, as we have seen. It is argued that the initial allocation of
quotas at the end of 1983 in the demersal fisheries was unjust
because it constituted a gift to their recipients—owners of fishing
vessels operating in the three preceding years—excluding all
others. The critics of the ITQ system say that the fish stocks in
Icelandic watersare thedeclared common property of theIcelandic
nation, and that it is therefore unjust that individual fishing firms
should reap theprofit of utilising them. They proposeeither that the
quotasshould betaken from their present holdersand auctioned off
by government, or that a special tax should be imposed on their
holders, designed to capture therent which can bederived from the
resource.

This being said, theopposition in Iceland to the ITQ system has
probably been no stronger than was to be expected in a country so
dependent on fishing. In Iceland, almost everyone lives in some
ways close to the fisheries, and everything which happens there is
well reported in themedia, whereas in most other countriesfishing
is marginal to the economy and usually given scant attention in
public debate. Therefore, less opposition should be expected from
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the general public in most other countries to the introduction of
ITQ systems in fisheries.

Is the ITQ System Unjust?
The arguments against the initial allocation of quotas are directed
solely at theallocation of quotas in thedemersal fisheriesat theend
of 1983. It would seem that if that was unjust, so was the initial
allocation of quotas in the pelagic fisheries in 1975-80 and in the
small nephrops, shrimp and scallops fisheries in the 1970s. It is
however difficult to see how the demersal quotas could have been
allocated in any other way than on thebasis of catch history.

Thetask was, to return to our illustration of thefisheriesproblem
in Chapter 1, to reduce thefishing fleet from sixteen to eight boats.
While in theory this could be done by government either taxing or
pricing eight boats out, in practice it could only be done by
assigning quotas sufficient for the successful operation of eight
boatsto theexisting sixteen boats, making them transferableso that
the more efficient could over time buy out those who wanted to
leave the fisheries, because of old age, better opportunities
elsewhere or for other reasons. In this way, and in this way only,
could the necessary adjustment take place peacefully. After all,
vessel owners had invested in their vessels, gear and practical
knowledge(human capital), in thebelief that thefishing grounds in
Icelandic waters would remain open to them. When it was
necessary to restrict access, it seemed natural to restrict it to those
who had madesuch investmentsbecausethey weretheonly onesto
lose from the restriction, not those who had not made any such
investments. It waseasier (lesscostly) not to enter thefisheriesthan
to leave them.

Putting it differently, thiswastheonly Pareto-efficient change. A
change in institutions is Pareto-efficient if (a) all benefit from it, or
(b) some benefit, and no one loses (Buchanan, 1959). If
government had auctioned off the quotas, it would itself have
benefited. Those eight boat owners who would have been able to
purchase quotas would have neither benefited nor lost. But those
eight who would have been outbid at the auction would have lost,
because their capital, quite specific to the fisheries, would have
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become almost worthless overnight. On the other hand, when
quotas were assigned to the existing owners of fishing capital, and
made transferable, as was done, no one lost. Those eight boat
owners who would, over time, have bought quotas from the other
eight boat owners, would have benefited. Those eight boat owners
who would have sold their quotas and left the fisheries would also
have benefited. Even government would have benefited by the
increased productivity in the fisheries, in the form of higher tax
revenues. The crew of the eight boats which would have had to
leave the fisheries would under an initial assignment of quotas to
vessel owners have had a much longer adjustment period than
under a government auction which would have made them
redundant overnight. Their skills were not anyway specific to
fisheries; they could thereforeseek employment elsewherewithout
losing much of their bargaining power.

By the initial allocation of catch quotas on the basis of catch
history, no onewas harmed. On thecontrary, asystem of ruleswas
developed under which a group of people who had been imposing
economic costs on one another by over-utilising the fish stocks in
Icelandic waters, could in transactions put an end to this. Unlike
pollution, however, theharm wasinvisible: it wasbenefit foregone,
the possible rent from a fertile resource which had been dissipated
in over-capitalisation and excessivefishing effort.

The ITQ system was, to use economic jargon, a way of
internalising an externality. Its introduction consisted in assigning
responsibility for the fish stocks to individuals and thus enabling
them to eliminate the harmful effects that they had previously had
on oneanother by their activities. It isthereforemisleading to speak
about a ‘special gift’ to the owners of vessels in the demersal
fisherieswhen they received vessel catch quotasat theend of 1983.
What government did for them was what it had previously
neglected to do, and what is usually regarded as its duty: to define
and uphold a system of rules under which people could settle their
differences peacefully and to mutual advantage. This system of
rulescertainly enabled Icelandic vessel ownersto createwealth, but
this is precisely what property is supposed to do.

At this point, opponents of the Icelandic ITQ system may
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however point to the declaration, in the 1990 Fisheries Manage-
ment Act, about the fish stocks being the common property of the
Icelandic nation. It is an interesting question what this declaration,
inserted at a late stage in the evolution of the ITQ system to
facilitateavote in thelegislature, precisely means. Legal experts in
Iceland answer that the concept of ‘common property’ is rather
vague (Lindal, 1998). They say that this declaration should not be
interpreted as if the fish stocks belonged to government like some
buildings and cars in Iceland do. It should be regarded, rather, as a
declaration to the effect that Iceland has full jurisdiction over the
fish stocks in Icelandic waters and that their utilisation have to
servethelong-term interestsof theIcelandic nation. Certainly, they
say, legislators did not mean to nationalise the fish stocks by
inserting this declaration into theFisheries Management Act.

The Demand For a Resource Rent Tax
Some Icelandic economists have argued for a special resource rent
tax in the fisheries, on the grounds that such a tax would not have
any distortional effects, unlikemost other taxes, that theowners of
fishing vesselsdo not deservetherent from thefish stocks, and that
such a tax might make ITQs more acceptable to the general public
(Gylfason, 1990; Moller, 1996).

It should be pointed out that unlike pollution fees, for example,
such a tax would not be corrective (serve to internalise an
externality, to use economic jargon again). The ITQ system has
already accomplished the necessary correction by enabling vessel
owners to reduce fishing capital and fishing effort in their
transactionsto themost profitablelevel. Theproposed resourcerent
tax would therefore be redistributive. While a resource rent tax
might seem plausible, if it could replace other more distortional
taxes, it is quite optimistic to think that it would do so. It is more
likely that it would, in the long run, simply broaden the basis for
taxation in Iceland, adding yet another source of income to
government.

Moreover, therearereasonsto believethat such atax would have
distortional effects on operations in the fisheries (Johnson, 1995
and 1999). Consider the possibility that government would
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gradually take the quotas away from their present holders, over a
period of 10 years or so, and rent the quotas again to them, for
perhaps 2-3 years. This would mean that the incentives and
therefore the behaviour of vessel owners would change. They
would no longer think of themselves as having an interest in the
long-term productivity of the resource. The responsibility for the
resource would lie with government. Therefore, vessel owners
might support higher TACs than would be optimal. Monitoring
would also becomemoredifficult. Oneof thegreat advantagesof a
ITQ system isthat thequotaholderseach haveawell- defined share
in the resource; they have an incentive to co-operate amongst
themselves and with government, and to monitor harvesting. In
short, thedifferencebetween thebehaviour of vessel ownersunder
an ITQ system and under a system of resource rent taxes is that
between owners and tenants.

It may beargued that ownersof fishing vesselsdo not deservethe
rent that they will, under theITQ system, beableto derivefrom the
fish stocks in Icelandic waters. Rent from a natural resource is by
definition created not by thefirms utilising the resource, but by the
limited supply of the resource. In a sense, the generation of vessel
owners receiving the initial quotas are indeed enjoying a windfall
profit. But it is also the consent and active co-operation of this
generation which is crucial to the success of the change in
institutions. It is difficult to see any others who deserve the rent,
either. It may also bequitedifficult to isolate the full rent derivable
from a resource in such a way that it will not decrease in the very
process of isolating it, as wehaveseen.

Moreover, if therent derived from theexclusiveaccessto thefish
stocks in Icelandic waters is to be captured by a special resource
rent tax, then it would seem only fair that the rent derived from
other resources in limited supply, including land, hot springs, and
human talent, should also be taxed. This would however be very
difficult, both for technical and political reasons. It is by no means
certain, either, that aspecial resourcerent tax on thefisherieswould
make the ITQ system more acceptable to the general public. The
most unpopular aspect of the system is that holders of quota can
sell it and leave the fisheries with a large sum of money. As the
adjustment process goes on, this is likely to happen less and less
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frequently. More and more people have also become shareholders
in fishing firms, as described in Chapter 3. The holders of quotas,
although much less vocal than the opponents of the ITQ system,
may, in the end, be a much stronger interest group. They have a
special interest in the system which is clear and concentrated
whereastheinterest of each taxpayer in asmall sharein therevenue
from apossible resource rent is rather weak.

What is most important is that when the evolution of the ITQ
system is studied, it becomes abundantly clear that it would never
havebeen introduced if it had not been in the interest of owners of
fishing capital to accept it. The ITQ system was politically
possible, unlikeaspecial resourcerent tax or agovernment auction
of quotas, because it did not work against the private interest of
vessel owners. It is no worse for that. Economists since Adam
Smith havetold usthat thereisnothing wrong with privateinterest,
if and when it coincides with the common good. It is the great
advantage of the ITQ system in the fisheries that it directs the
private interest of each vessel owner towards the public interest in
profitablefisheries and conservation of fish stocks.

Possible Future Developments
If a resource rent tax were imposed on the Icelandic fisheries, it
would be a double irony. First, the fisheries problem was that of
harmful effects of economic activity. The over-capitalisation and
excessive fishing effort, leading to dissipation of the resource rent,
was becausevessel owners did not operateunder an efficient set of
rules. TheITQ system enabled them to escapefrom this ‘ tragedy of
the commons’ and to capture the rent previously dissipated. If
government then stepped in to remove the rent by a tax, it would
have replaced oneset of harmful effects for vessel owners, namely
rent dissipation in the form of over-capitalisation and excessive
fishing effort, with another set of harmful effects, namely the tax.
What is the point of legislation if not to make the removal of
harmful effectsof economic activitiespossible for thosewho were,
in thefirst place, affected by thoseharmful effects?

Second, quitelikely much, or even most, revenuefrom such atax
would be dissipated in the effort by various interest groups to
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secure a part of it for themselves. Ironically, then, rent dissipation
offshore, through the costly process of over-investment in the
fisheries, would be replaced with rent dissipation ashore, through
thecostly process of political redistribution.

Be that as it may, the Icelandic government, in response to the
public dissatisfaction with the ITQ system, has appointed two
commissionsto makesuggestionson possibleimprovementsof the
ITQ system in the fisheries and on other aspects of resource
management in the economy. The work of these two commissions
was held up by the court cases on the constitutionality first of the
fishing permits and then of the ITQs, mentioned in Chapter 1. But
after thedecision by theSupremeCourt, in thespring of 2000, that
the ITQ system was indeed constitutional, the two commissions
started deliberating again, probably delivering their final reports in
late 2000 or early 2001. It is difficult to predict which
recommendations those two commissions will make, and also
which, if any, of such recommendations Parliament would accept.
The evolution of the ITQ system in New Zealand since its
introduction in 1986, in many waysparallel to that in Iceland, may
however offer someguidance.

Initially, theNew Zealand system differed from theIcelandicone
in two important respects. First, vessel catch quotas were issued in
termsof tonnes, not fractionsof theTAC in each speciesof fish, the
ideabeing that government would buy or sell quotasto makeup for
changes in the annual TACs. Secondly, government imposed a
resource rent tax on quota holders. Both those measures were later
abandoned, and apparently for the same reason, that government
felt that closer co-operation with fishing firms was necessary. The
quotas became TAC-shares as in Iceland; and a cost recovery
charge replaced the resource rent tax (cf. Major, 1999). The rule
now applied in New Zealand is that fishing firmsbear thefull costs
of administering and enforcing the ITQ system.

This is also apossible, and indeed quite a likely, outcome of the
process of reconciling the general public in Iceland with the ITQ
system. If a cost recovery charge were imposed on Icelandic quota
holders, presumably they would also get a larger say in the
administration and enforcement of the system, which would
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enhance their sense of responsibility for the resource. It would be
an important step towards theself-management of thefisheriesand
probably also serve to strengthen the rights of quota holders. At
present, their rightsareimperfect, not only becauseof theuncertain
long-term status of the quotas, but also because those rights are
quitenarrow in scope, being by definition rightsof extraction rather
than property. In the near future, the two most important tasks in
ITQ fisheries systems will be to find ways of setting TACs in
different fish stocks efficiently—not to reach levelsof amaximum
sustainable yield, but the usually somewhat lower levels of
maximum profitability—and to create incentives to increase the
value of those fish stocks. These two tasks can only be undertaken
by real stakeholders in thefisheries.

One of the main arguments for private property rights is that
owners have strong incentives to experiment and innovate in the
utilisation of their resources. New techniques in fencing and
branding, and in fertilising fishing grounds or genetically improv-
ing individual fish, might make fish stocks much more valuable
than they are now (De Alessi, 1998). Instead of being hunters and
gatherers, fishermen might become cultivators. A process of such
experiment and innovation in thefisheries isnot likely, however, to
takeplaceunless ITQs arestrengthened into someformsof legally
recognised privateproperty rights.
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